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There is an incredible moment during one of the opening scenes of Sick (1997), in which performance artist Bob 
Flanagan sings his own version of the classic Mary Poppins’ song, replacing the nonsense title with “Supermasochistic 
Bob with Cystic Fibrosis” an extract of which is below: 

um diddle-iddle-iddle I’m gonna die  
um diddle-iddle-iddle I’m gonna die 

Forty years have come and gone and Bob is still around  
he’s tied up by his ankles and he’s hanging upside down  

a lifetime of infection and his lungs all filled with phlegm  
the CF would have killed him if it weren’t for S&M  

This song lives in my head and I find myself coming back to it again and again. The wry humour with which Bob 
approaches his debilitating illness and its symptomatic relief through kink.  

A sense of humour is essential to both sex and SEX. Certainly this show is built upon a wink, a knowing look. The 
knowledge that ‘sex is everything, and everything is sex’. Not the sexy valentines, fake Ann Summers kind of sex but 
the ways in which sex is intimately wrapped around every aspect of our lives—that it’s funny and gross and hot and 
delicious and fucked up and perverted and, and, and…  

I won’t go into too many references and over conceptualise this show, particularly because the way it came into 
existence felt more like desire than concept—instinctual and responsive rather than laboured. I guess I was feeling 
especially sexy :) 

SEX brings together three female artists whose practices approach notions of sexuality, role play and the erotic. On a 
slick, wet, yellow-tinged floor that feels part latex, part unspecified bodily fluids, a series of sculptures ask you to 
squint, squat, sit, and engage, while wall based works, part peep show, part icon, require you to get up close and 
personal in order to make them out, staging a tension between the voyeuristic and the intimate. 

White underwear discarded on the floor, the action fixed in wet pools of resin, while tangled thongs pinned to the wall 
mimic service markings on a tennis court or echo religious iconography. A new body of work from Isabella Benshimol 
Toro, Papicolostrum Intolerance Club, recalls memories of going to play tennis with her father as a precocious young 
girl of nine or ten. For Benshimol Toro, tennis, with its implicit structure of boundaries and power, mirrors the 
relationship between father and daughter and its inherent complexity, a relationship that has come to have the 
mainstream moniker ‘daddy issues’. 

The individual titles of the works, Soft Serve Lob; Butter Swing, Topspin Teeth, reference their post-match ritual of ice 
cream—a reward, while the title of the series Papicolostrum Intolerance Club, is a gently teasing word play: papi—the 
affectionate term for father in the artist’s native Venezuela; colostrum is the first milk that mothers produce after giving 
birth, the colour and texture of butter. The sculptures in the show are elated and exhausted in their wetness, the fixed 
gesture also a desire to freeze that moment: ice cream melts but Papicolostrum Intolerance Club is 4eva. 

Eva Gold’s three works for the exhibition suggest a narrative, props for role play: a metal Stetson (Lucky you), a latex 
lasso (Some nights smell like trouble) and a rubber duffle bag (The dog house) evoke the cowboy; a figure that straddles 
both an embodiment of the hyper-masc, straight, all American man, in parallel with his image as a queer icon. The 
subversion of dominant narratives by the fluidity of desire. 

The rubber Gold uses in her practice is traditionally used for roofing. It has a particularly powerful smell, reminiscent of 
tobacco and oil—smells typically associated with the masculine. Taking a material intended for large scale use, for the 
skins of buildings, and making it conform to the scale and dimensions of the body requires intense and almost 
masochistic labour, her hands covered in cuts as she distorts her body into unusual shapes while sewing. There is a 
degree of power and control in this kind of physical manipulation for the material doesn’t immediately consent to her 
desire. A membrane intended for the protection of the domestic eventually submits to her will, as notions of care are 
complicated by the suggestion of violence. 
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For Amanda Moström, two separate bodies of work approach sex in differing but complimentary ways. In the photo 
series, Don Joy, the artist recreates famous images with different members of her family: Tom of Finland with her 
father, her grandfather in Anna Nicole Smith and J.Howard Marshall and sister in Dennis Rodman and Carmen Electra. 
The images are laced with mischief, playfully poking at ideas of incest. That people might be repulsed by the apparent 
perversion of these photographs was part of the joy of their creation; an inside joke within the family unit, flirting with 
the threat of the originary taboo. 

Moström’s bronze stools form a site of exchange. Arranged together, they ask you to lower yourself down to the floor 
and commune with one another. You must squat to sit, the arrangement of limbs echoing the position one must take to 
shit.  

The stools themselves have a body-like presence: a figure on all fours, commanding the viewer to activate them with 
their own body, recalling the power dynamic of the Dom/sub relationship. The Dom holds the whip but the desire of the 
sub is truly in control.  

Isabella Benshimol Toro (b.1994, Caracas, Venezuela) lives and works in London. She received her BA from Nuova Academia di 
Belle Arti, Milan in 2016 and her MFA from Goldsmiths, University of London in 2020. Her practice arises from the navigation into 
interiority and intimacy, reconsidering the conceptual and political permeability of our flesh. She has a forthcoming solo exhibition at 
Intersticio, London/Madrid (2022) and recently completed a residency at Rupert, Vilnius, Lithuania. Recent group exhibitions 
include: Descripción de un Estado Físico, Galería Elba Benitez, Madrid (2021); Me and my friends, Korai project space, Nicosia, 
Cyprus (2021); El Dormitorio, curated by Esther Merinero and Vera Martín, CCCC Centro del Carmen Cultura Contemporánea, 
Valencia, Spain (2021); Reconfigured, curated by Rose Easton, Timothy Taylor, New York (2021) and Claro del Bosque, Intersticio, 
Madrid (2021). 

Eva Gold (b. 1994, Manchester, UK) lives and works in London. After completing her BA at Goldsmiths, University of London in 
2016, Gold went on to complete a Postgraduate Diploma at the Royal Academy of Art, London in 2019. Her practice harnesses 
methodologies of storytelling, using objects, writing, materials and space to recount narratives. Her forthcoming solo exhibition, The 
Last Cowboys, will open at Ginny on Frederick, London in 2022. Upcoming group exhibitions include Not before it has forgotten 
you, Nicoletti Contemporary, London / The Pole Gallery, Paris (2022) and Lock Up International, Brussels (2022). Recent solo 
exhibitions include: Perv City, at Parrhesiades in collaboration with Goldsmiths Centre for Contemporary Art, London (2020); Let 
me look at you at Centre for Recent Drawing, London (2018) and A Bead of Sweat, Stilled at Lily Brooke, London (2017). Selected 
group exhibitions include: Corps at MAMOTH, London (2021); Sets & Scenarios at Nottingham Contemporary, Nottingham (2020); 
Barely Furtive Pleasures at Nit Altman, Munich (2020) and General Meeting at Freehouse, London (2019) 

Amanda Moström (b.1991, Umeå, Sweden) lives and works in London. She received her BA from City and Guilds of London in 
2016. Straddling an intersection of object making, photography and creating sites of interaction, her practice often takes the form of 
an installation with an urgency to engage in or create spaces for exchange. Selected solo exhibitions include: Participating in a chair, 
Castor Projects, London (2019) and Matriarch beach, Galerie Chloe Salgado, Paris (2019). Group exhibitions include: Under the 
volcano, Studio Block m74, Mexico City (2020); Room 237, Bubenberg and Contemporaines, Paris (2019); Hopp och Lek Pt.2, a 
collaborative project with Lucas Dupuy at Block House, Tokyo (2019); Architecture of Change, Void Gallery, Derry, Northern 
Ireland (2018) and Bloomberg New Contemporaries at Block 336, London (2017). 

The exhibition will be accompanied by a series of live events and activations. Programme to be announced. Follow 
@moarain_house to be kept up to date with details. 

For all enquiries, please email info@moarainhouse.com 
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List of works, clockwise from entrance: 

Eva Gold 
Lucky you, 2022 
Stainless steel 
37 x 29 x 13 cm 

Eva Gold 
Some nights smell like trouble, 2022 
Latex tubing, gold hoops found on the floor of nightclub 
toilet cubicles 
72 x 20 x 10 cm / dimensions variable 

Isabella Benshimol Toro 
Papicolostrum Intolerance Club: Butter swing, topspin 
teeth, 2022 
Used pants, epoxy resin 
31 x 25.5 x 3.5 cm 

Amanda Moström 
Don Joy: Dennis Rodman and Carmen Electra, 2022 
Giclée print, framed 
Print: 14.8 x 10.2 cm 
Framed: 65 x 47 cm  

Amanda Moström 
Don Joy: Tom of Finland, The Pleasure of Play, 2022 
Giclée print, framed 
Print: 14.8 x 10.2 cm 
Framed: 65 x 47 cm  

Amanda Moström 
Don Joy: Anna Nicole Smith and J. Howard Marshall, 
2022 
Giclée print, framed 
Print: 10.2 x 14.8 cm 
Framed: 65 x 47 cm 

Isabella Benshimol Toro 
Papicolostrum Intolerance Club: Soft serve lob, 2022 
Used silk pants, epoxy resin 
28.5 x 24 x 4.5 cm 

Isabella Benshimol Toro 
Papicolostrum Intolerance Club: Two pounds twenty 
pence vanilla gelato deuce, 2022 
Used clothes, epoxy resin, pound coins, twenty pence 
piece 
48 x 47 x 5 cm 

Eva Gold 
The dog house, 2022 
Rubber roofing membrane, lead 
43 x 70 x 45 cm 

Isabella Benshimol Toro 
Papicolostrum Intolerance Club: Tie-break milk smirk, 
2022 
Thong, epoxy resin 
36.5 x 5 x 1 cm 

Amanda Moström 
We, 2018 
Bronze 
30 x 18 x 21 cm 

Amanda Moström 
Know, 2018 
Bronze 
45 x 24 x 10 cm 

Amanda Moström 
Nothing, 2022 
Bronze, silk bows 
40 x 24 x 20 cm 

Isabella Benshimol Toro 
Papicolostrum Intolerance Club: Tie-break milk tear, 
2022 
Thong, epoxy resin 
39.5 x 5.5 x 2 cm 
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